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We live in the most visually connected point in time in human history.
We can find images of just about anything online these days. It’s a far cry from the situation less
than 200 years ago, when only the wealthy could afford a portrait of themselves or see the sights
of the world. Now, any one of us can quickly search for a photo of anything. And what’s more, we
can snap a photo on our phones ourselves. We can share it over a variety of different social
media mechanisms. If we feel so inclined, we can do more than take a single photo, we can shoot
a quick video, or take a 360 panorama or make a quick GIF. The social media platforms we use
regularly have given these media types a home, thereby encouraging their use.
What was once an expensive art and technical feat by an expert photographer is now a rapid
click of a few buttons. Where once most people would have had one drawing or one photograph
of themselves (if that), we now have hundreds, if not thousands of photos documenting our
individual existences. We’re barely 20 years into this new paradigm of personal data collection
and widespread visualization of the world via crowdsourcing, and yet it already seems
commonplace. It has already shifted to become the norm. And having a robust digital presence
online is seen as validation—both personally and professionally. But this is only the beginning….
By creating technologies that provide a mechanism to collect data and a place to show it off with
a streamlined pathway between them— suddenly the collection of data (which sounds so erudite
and dusty)—is something that everyone does all the time, often without even thinking of it as
data. Thus, collecting data has become increasingly democratized---allowing for an even greater
amount of information from unique vantage points to be created and shared, and thereby
available for potential analysis.
But right now, the state of the industry of quickly shareable, open source intelligence content, is
rooted firmly in the two-dimensional.
With the exception of a few emerging archives like Thingiverse and Sketchfab for hobbyist 3D
photogrammatrists and the handful of industries like autonomous vehicles, structural
engineering and architecture (aka building information modelling or BIM) and archaeology and
museum sciences (aka digital heritage)—large scale preparation for 3D data collection at the
handheld level is still in its infancy. But it won’t be there for long.
This paper is a brief overview of the likelihood of ubiquitous sensing allowing everyday users to
collect and share phenomenologically appropriate 3D data sets of their surrounding world,
thereby creating an endlessly updating virtual digital scaffold of the planet at increasingly high
resolutions. This paper is an exploration of the historical trends in technology development and
anthropological trends in content creation, sharing, and privacy that support the willingness of
humanity at large to build such potentially invasive technology and then to use it. This is a paper
highlighting the need for national security groups to work with interdisciplinary 3D imaging
stakeholders to push the best, analytical versions of a 3D imaging pipeline into creation for
general and government use.

Before we delve into the evolution of imaging technology and its multidimensional future, it’s
important we take a quick dive into the evolution of humanity and communication systems in
order to understand why we would consider expanding the information we share into a 3D
phenomenological space.
Why are we willing to share information?
Why are we willing to put pieces of ourselves on display in public for all to see?
The answers are multifold, and could take up the interiors of thousands of books. But what it
most often comes down to in all of those tomes, is our biological programming. Like all flora and
fauna the world over--we are programmed to replicate ourselves by having children. In other
words: we are programmed to create. And for humans, in order to raise those children to term
and provide for them, we have to be able to communicate with each other and with them. Scale
those two concepts of creating and communicating and apply them to digital systems, and
Facebook starts to make a lot more sense.
Add in some of the psychological anthropology and historical concepts attached to human
society over time regarding creation and sharing and it clicks together further: Existentially, we
are aware of our mortality, of the shortness of our time here. And that has prompted artist and
author and politician alike to stand up and create things. To leave behind memorials to
themselves and the time and place that they came from. To say ‘I was here’ by leaving behind a
painting, or poem, or pyramid. We desperately want to be remembered as individuals. We want
our stories told. Our biological tendency to create is to pass along our genes, so that our genes
are remembered. Our artistic tendency is to create anything whatsoever so that we can be
remembered by it as a genetic proxy. Social media mechanisms like Facebook and Twitter open
the possibilities of creation and memorial to a wider socio-economic distribution of the human
population than ever before, at a rate never seen before. And in so doing, it has opened up
increasing pathways of communication regardless of geographical proximity. This connectivity
to people and ideas and their created content has strengthened the human compunction to
participate online, and will likely continue to do so as more mechanisms to create and
communicate are conceived of.
How can such a projection be made? By comparative analysis of the trends of other
communication technologies that predate the internet in all its glory. We touched briefly on the
history of photography in the opening of the paper and its movement from a highly specialized
art towards democratized status quo. It should also be noted how much other technology was
derived from the sudden boom in photography. From those early technologists working on
photographic systems we not only got better cameras, we got moving pictures---cinema,
television, and ultimately systems like Youtube and Netflix. There was a domino effect at play.
Running alongside the technology development, was the same opening up of use. Amateur
filmmakers became big studios monopolizing cinema and controlling who made what content.
And Now we have a system where content is still king, but can be made and shared by any
pauper with sufficient time and energy. This pattern of “hobbyist” to “professional” to
“casual/ubiquitous use” repeats itself frequently throughout the history of technology. Consider
quickly the printed word. The original printing presses were small, hobbyist affairs. But the next

several centuries were dominated by publishing houses controlling the content, giving way to
newspapers doing the same. And yet now, with digital systems—anyone can (fortunately and
unfortunately) blog online.
The timelines of each is also worth nothing. The printed word cycled over centuries to its
present state, but photography, emerging at a time where the printed word was already in place
to share information about the new technology, evolved through its own version of the cycle
much more rapidly. With both these and other technologies in place to promote the use of
emerging technologies, it can be presumed that those new technologies would cycle through to
ubiquitous use much faster than its predecessors.
When this pattern of hobbyist to professional to ubiquitous is compared to the emerging
technologies that capture 3D images of time and space--like photogrammetry and laser
scanning, we find ourselves at an interesting cusp point wavering between hobbyist and
professional. Rapid photogrammetry is the domain of both depending on scale---hobbyists lead
structure from motion capture technologies that create 3D models from the ground, while
professional and commercial entities dominate photogrammetry collected from on high for
wider 3D swathes, but with lower resolution imagery. Laser scanning or LiDAR is likewise a mix
of both. Terrestrial LiDAR is used most often in obscure commercial circumstances or on the
more ‘hobbyist’ end by enterprising archaeologists. Aerial LiDAR is, like photogrammetry,
dominated by professional, often government related, entities and captures a lower resolution as
compared to its terrestrial counterpoint. But, like the camera, printed word, and other
communication technologies before them, if the right pipelines of development and use are put
in place for humanity to utilize these 3D systems, people will use them and push them farther. If
you build it, they will come. And then we’ll all have holodecks.
With the rise of virtual, augmented, and mixed reality (VR, AR, MR) interests, there is already
increasing pressure to sort out the translation of real 3D data pipelines into these new
multimedia systems (as opposed to the created, game or CAD style content that currently fills
VR et al). Many of the commercial grade VR and AR systems already out even involve a certain
level of proprietary local mapping of use space to even set up their equipment. But if it is only
commercial pressure on the new imaging systems, the government will be left to cope with new
multimedia mechanisms instead of being involved in their design and tactically engaged in
setting them up for future analytical benefit like they were with early imaging technologies. Nor
are the systems likely to realize their full potential without significant government engagement.
If the government were to push advances in the areas that are currently holding these 3D
technologies back from ubiquity, the 3D floodgates would open. This means supporting
advanced computing processing systems (everyone wants and needs quantum systems anyhow),
encouraging the development of smaller, cheaper sensors (if your phone or ring has a LiDAR
system on it, you will play with it and then want to show your living room to your grandmother),
emphasizing the need for integrated multimodal data systems (a living 3D model of the world is
only the beginning, add in some more of the spectra and you start having a particularly beautiful
analytical tool for any frontline or fieldwork focused work, and then some), and pushing for
collaborations to create or creating its own front-facing software app with appropriate creative
commons copyrights that streamlines the data capture into the already prevalent social media
streams (i.e. building the Instagram system for 3D scene capture that connects directly to
Facebook, LinkedIn, Oculus, MagicLeap, or whatever the future mechanism might be). But most
importantly of all, much consideration and growth needs to be applied to machine learning in

3D venues so that automatic change detection and feature searching will aid the analyst in these
new virtual realms.
If national security groups want analytical features embedded in these initial widespread
systems, they need to help embed them. If national security groups want to ensure that there are
security protocols in place for safeguarding that no one shares a 3D point cloud of the White
House interiors, they need to play a dominate role in helping design the system. It’s not enough
for government groups to cope with new technology and make the best of it. An active
government role is needed in developing these new, systems of imaging technology, their use
functions, and their limits if they’re to be as helpful as they could be to the government, and to
humanity at large as a digital scaffold upon which to drape the rest of the world’s knowledge and
then to access it from.
It’s definitely all a bit Big Brother-y. But it’s virtually inevitable at this point. Ubiquitous sensing
is coming. And the question is NOT how much the future of ubiquitous 3D (and likely
multispectral) imaging will invade people’s privacy. Our willingness to share and to be
remembered will most likely override this past century’s sudden concern for personal privacy (a
concern that humanity, arguably, rarely felt as strongly about until recently. Security yes.
Privacy no).
The question is: How are national security groups and others going to make the best of it on
behalf of us all?
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